Amazon Reviews
MOLE’S BEDTIME STORY
‘I now work with special needs children so that's the reason I ordered a new copy. Not only do I
know that they'll love the story but sliding mole through the slots to find his own bed will also
help with their fine motor skills.’
‘This is a beautiful story about a little Mole that has lost his bed, and tries to find it. I read this to
my children about 20 years ago it was their favourite bedtime story. I’ve now bought this book for
my grandchildren and I’m sure they will love it just as much as my own children did. Thank you
David Wood for such a beautiful Interactive story that created some of my children’s favourite memories.’
‘We bought the Mole story for my great niece who was three last week. I’ve just had a text from her Mum and I quote
“Just wanted say the Moles Bed time is the best book ever and she wants to read it again and again and again.’
‘I was therefore delighted to find your books on Amazon and know that my grandson (and in turn his sister) will be
captivated by the stories.’
‘Thank you once again for your generosity and for writing stories which develop a love of reading in young children.’
+++++++++++++++++++++++
FUNNY BUNNY’S MAGIC SHOW
‘This is one of the books I buy when people have new babies, for their starter libraries. My kids
loved it. The text is great for them to follow along with, and they adore sliding Bunny through the
holes in the pages into the next trick. Genius.’
‘Fantastic books from this clever author. My sons were lucky enough to enjoy an 'author visit' at
their school from David Wood a couple of years ago, they still love his books even though they
are older & they suggested we bought this one again to give to my little nephew (their 2 year old
cousin) who adores it too!’
‘We have recently discovered this type of toddler book and are slowly collecting them all. This is by far the best of all.’
‘This is an amazing book that I would recommend to any parent with young children!’
+++++++++++++++++++++++
SILLY SPIDER
‘My son loves these, all toddlers and young children love all the pop through the slot books - this
one fits the bill nicely’
‘All the David Wood pop in the slot books are a great favourite with my kids, I have bought a few,
different and involves the little ones - from young onwards’
‘Love this range and this one does not disappoint - love how interactive it is’
++++++++++++++++++++++++
SCARY MARY
‘Love this range of books and this one has not disappointed’
‘All my kids love the 'mole' books and now we can all have fun with scary Mary. The kids can get
involved with the book rather than listen passively.’
++++++++++++++++++++++++

